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October, 2020 
 
Dear City Planning Commissioners, 
 

Thank you for hearing our appeal. Our community continues to raise many concerns with this 
project’s foreseeable impact on our community. As currently planned, this project amplifies existing 
hazards and creates new ones, relies on infrastructure that does not exist, is inharmonious with our 
neighborhood’s built environment, and poses an existential threat to many peoples’ continued 
presence in our community.  

 
On behalf of the Lincoln Heights community, the Lincoln Heights Community Coalition 

submits the following concerns about the proposed development: 
 

1. Environmental Concerns 
a. The history of local contamination warrants concern and investigation 
b. Phase 1 uses erroneous information to recommend no testing or further action 
c. City Planning has violated its own guidelines by not engaging DTSC 
d. Applicant has not engaged SCAQMD & RWQCB 
e. Design imposes unreviewed fire hazards 
f. Project will create public safety and traffic hazards 
g. Project will further overburden Lincoln Heights emergency services 

2. TOC Guidelines 
a. Density increase is excessive, and not mandated under JJJ 
b. Parking is inadequate, and not restricted by TOC Guidelines 
c. Neighborhood lacks the infrastructure to accommodate project 

3. Design 
a. [Q] Conditions are not met 
b. Building is inharmonious with neighborhood character 

4. Affordability 
a. Very Low Income units out of reach to majority of Lincoln Heights 
b. Applicant’s compliance with program is not guaranteed 
c. Questions surrounding Tax Credit application 
d. Gentrification’s effects on surrounding neighborhood 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 
a. Correct inadequate environmental review 
b. Recommend reduced density 
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c. Refer design to Urban Design Studio for compliance 
d. Recommend greater affordability 

 
Environmental Concerns 

 
Many people have tried to dismiss our concerns, saying that California has the strictest 

environmental regulations in the world. Those restrictions only serve their purpose if they are followed 
and enforced. With no single agency charged with enforcing CEQA, private citizens are often tasked 
with pointing out violations. We can show that this project has actively evaded California’s required 
oversight. The applicant and the Department of City Planning are apparently in violation of CEQA 
and LA municipal laws. We are appealing to you for the sake of our health and safety to take a closer 
look. 
 
Soil Hazards 

The adjacent property to the northeast was occupied by Welch’s, which operated dry cleaning 
and refueling services at the site from 1920-1988, and advertised itself as “America’s Largest Industrial 
Laundry.” It has a long and disturbing history of dumping toxic pollutants into at least twelve leaking 
underground storage tanks across their property, some as large as 10,000 gallons. These tanks leaked 
TCE, PCE, diesel, gasoline, benzene, chloroform, and more. (Exhibit F, Welch’s 2007 Report; Exhibit 
G, Welch’s 2008 Report) Airborne fumes from these chemicals cause cancer, internal organ failure, and 
birth defects. (Exhibit K, ATSDR Public Health Statement for Trichloroethylene; Exhibit L, WHO 
Indoor Air Quality Guidelines for Tetrachloroethylene, PCE)  

When the extent of the contamination was uncovered, the state mandated the property be 
vacated, destroyed, and has been overseeing remediation on that site ever since. DTSC began 
overseeing cleanup  in 2007. They installed groundwater monitoring wells both onsite and offsite to 
the southwest, in the direction that the groundwater was carrying the toxic plume to the southwest. 
They later included soil vapor extraction units on the polluted site. The active monitoring wells, both 
on and offsite, continue to read levels of toxins higher than the state’s limits. (Exhibit J, Welch’s 2018 
Report) 

The toxic plume has been traveling freely from Welch’s property through the applicant’s 
property for as long as 100 years. Since Welch’s property has benefitted from remediation but the 
applicant’s property has not, it is conceivable and likely that the applicant’s property currently suffers 
from higher levels of contamination than Welch’s property does. Furthermore, aerial photography 
from LA City records and previous DTSC reports reveal that Welch’s dry cleaning operation extended 
onto the applicant’s property as recently as 1951, raising the very real prospect of decades of 
unchecked contamination directly onto the applicant’s property. (Exhibit E, Phase 1 ESA) 
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TCE and PCE are especially harmful to human health. When the groundwater is shallow (as it 
is here at only 35 ft), they have the distinct likelihood of offgassing. These chemicals are especially 
volatile, posing a significant risk of vapor intrusion. The VOC’s are less likely to dissipate into the 
atmosphere, but instead stay trapped underground if the soil is capped in concrete and asphalt, as is 
the case on the subject property. They become a hazard when exposed through excavation, or later as 
vapors intrude into a built structure. With homes and 5 schools within 1,200 feet, (Hillside 
Elementary is across the street) the danger of these contaminants being released is especially acute. 

In 2016, just as the original MND for this case was being prepared and the property owner was 
attempting the sale of his property, the owners of Welch’s site lobbied DTSC to allow permanent 
decommissioning of several monitoring wells and soil vapor extraction systems. (Exhibit I, Welch’s 
2016 Report, Recommendations and Conclusions) Two of those wells happened to be situated offsite at 
the southwest corner of the applicant’s property, precisely where the applicant proposes their 
ingress/egress for this residential project. (Exhibit HH, Avenue 34 Decommissioned Wells) The DTSC 
agreed that some of the wells and extraction systems “could be decommissioned as long as a land use 
covenant (LUC) is prepared, limiting Site land use to commercial/industrial." (Exhibit I, Welch’s 2016 
Report, Recommendations and Conclusions) Cross-referencing the list of decommissioned wells with 
those wells’ last readings reveals that several were still at levels above the state’s limits when they were 
decommissioned. (Exhibit I, 2016 Welch’s Report) If the land next door has been deemed too 
dangerous for humans to live on after years of cleanup, how can we be assured of the safety of the 
subject property which has never been cleaned up? 

 It should be noted that the area of concern which has had the highest concentration of VOC’s 
is at the southwest corner of the property, directly next to where the applicants plan to excavate their 
2-level subterranean parking lot. (Exhibit G, Welch’s 2008 Report) 

 
Phase 1 Errors 

Pinyon has pointed to their Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment as evidence that, “the site 
is not contaminated.” (Exhibit FF, www.avenue-34.com/faq) Let’s look at their Phase 1. It was 
commissioned by MR Real Estate, LLC, a company listed as a partner on Pinyon’s website. It is based 
in the applicant Kevin Ratner’s home town of Shaker Heights, OH. It acknowledges the adjacent lot 
to the northeast is “an active hazardous waste site,”  but goes on to state that “the groundwater flows 
away from the subject property in a west-northwest direction.” (Exhibit E, Phase 1 ESA, p. 36). This is 
false. DTSC, which oversees this site, confirms that the groundwater flows south-west parallel to the 
flow of the adjacent Arroyo Seco (Exhibit EE, Correspondence with DTSC), on a path directly through 
the applicant’s property. This fact has been established by the groundwater monitoring wells installed 
to the southwest of both Welch’s property and the applicant’s property, which continue to show 
elevated levels of TCE and PCE. (Exhibit J, Welch’s 2018 Report) 
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The preparers of the Phase 1 interviewed only one person, the property’s owner Mr. Eric 
Ortiz. He said that there was “no commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information” 
regarding environmental concerns to the subject property. (Exhibit E, Phase 1, 5.2.4, p. 40) This is 
untrue. The debacle of Welch’s pollution has been common knowledge in this neighborhood for 
many decades (the neighbors remember, and they all talk). DTSC has mailed multiple public notices 
to all nearby addresses over the years with groundwater monitoring wells installed on both sides of his 
property, the property owner did have reasonably ascertainable information about possible 
environmental impacts, which he withheld. (Exhibit H, Welch’s 2012 Public Notice) 

These erroneous statements are used to support the Phase 1’s finding that there is “no evidence 
of recognized environmental conditions in connection with the subject property.” It defines a 
recognized environmental condition as “the presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances on 
a property” due to an “existing or past release.” (Exhibit E, Phase 1, Findings) The Phase 1 uses these 
flawed findings to recommend “no further investigations for the subject property at this time.” 
(Exhibit E, Phase 1, Conclusions and Recommendations) Angelo Bellomo, former Director of DTSC, 
has commented that “this Phase 1 Assessment may have missed readily available information about 
conditions on the project site and adjacent properties.” (Exhibit NN - Angelo Bellomo Correspondence) 
 
Lack of DTSC Oversight 

The LA Municipal Code requires DTSC to approve property owners’ plans for the site use, 
and to approve testing and mitigation measures for possible contamination on the property. DTSC’s 
approval must be submitted in writing to City Planning before City Planning may approve any 
determinations for an applicant’s plans. (Exhibit B, Subarea 4, (Q) Qualified Conditions of Approval, 
A.1.e) DTSC confirmed as recently as last week that they have had no communication with the owners 
of the subject property, have conducted no surveys, and written no approvals for any planned use. 
(Exibit EE, Correspondence with DTSC) DTSC only became aware of this project because we brought 
it to their attention. The applicant is in violation of the law, as is the Department of City Planning. If 
the Commission approves the applicants’ plan today, without requiring further investigation by the 
appropriate state agencies, the Commission will also be complicit in evading their responsibility to 
protect our community from potential hazards to human and environmental health. 
 
Lack of SCAQMD and RWQCB Oversight 

Both the South Coast Air Quality Management District and the Regional Water Quality 
Control Board need to review and approve the screening and removal action plan determined by an 
environmental engineer specializing in toxic cleanup. Such an action plan will establish best practices 
for site investigation and remediation. During the excavation process, an organic vapor analyzer should 
be required to be on site to monitor VOC presence during excavation. 
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We reached out to both of these agencies recently, and they confirmed that they had not heard 
about this project, and have received no correspondence from the applicants. 

 
Public Safety Impact 

One element of this project’s design immediately stands out as a clear public danger: the 
applicant has directed the buildings’ inhabitants in and out of a single driveway at the corner of 
Avenue 34 and Artesian Street. Artesian is a one way street, only 14-ft wide, with a blind curve, no 
street lights, and no sidewalk, at a street-level metro rail crossing, on a path to two nearby elementary 
schools. A 2000 framework plan commissioned by the DOT for the Arroyo Seco Parkway Corridor 
refers to this corridor as a “nightmarish route,” for its “unsafe, unpleasant conditions.” (Exhibit LL - 
Arroyo Seco Parkway Corridor) It is shared by cars, pedestrians, and bicyclists. The applicant makes the 
misguided claim that the buildings’ occupants will exit this driveway and turn left, towards Pasadena 
Ave. All of us who live in this neighborhood know that this is not what drivers will do. If you are on 
this street, Artesian St is the quickest way to get to most destinations. All GPS map programs concur 
with this. (Exhibit P, Google Maps Directions) 

This project sits equidistant between two Metro stations. For trips downtown, the most logical 
station to walk to is half a mile south at Avenue 26. If, as the applicant proposes, the vast majority of 
the building’s residents will rely exclusively on public transportation, they will find themselves 
dodging cars down this alley as they walk to the Avenue 26 Metro Station. (Exhibit MM - Artesian St)  

The only way to avoid this impending disaster is to relocate the primary entrance/exit to the 
northeast corner of the property at Pasadena Ave. The applicants claim that most drivers will exit onto 
Pasadena Ave anyway, and of course Artesian’s one-way nature means that all drivers will enter this 
complex from Pasadena Ave. Therefore, there would be little change to the traffic impact on Pasadena 
Ave to direct all drivers in and out of the northern corner at Pasadena, rather than in and out of the 
southern corner at Pasadena.  

Five days before the hearing, Kevin Ratner asked the appellants to support a request he said he 
plans to make to City Planning. He proposed asking the city to allow vehicular access at the driveway 
already planned for Pasadena Ave. We support this request, having advocated for allowing cars to use 
the driveway on Pasadena Ave since the beginning of this process. However, leaving the exit open on 
W Avenue 34 will still create many new public hazards on this street, including daily garbage trucks, 
delivery trucks, car services, and more than 2200 new car trips daily, according to DOT’s assessment. 
 
Fire Safety Impact  

We have grave concerns for the life safety of the residents of the proposed project if the 
applicants maintain their plans for only one entry or exit, despite planning to house more than 1400 
persons. They have stated that there will be no fire-truck turn-around point at the end of Avenue 34, 
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and can make no allowances for fire vehicles on Artesian since it is only 14-ft wide. (Exhibit O, Fire 
Code) 

In fact, Section D106.2 of the Los Angeles City Fire Code stipulates that residential projects of 
more than 200 residents must be foreseen with “two separate and approved fire apparatus access 
roads” for each building, and that the minimum width of access roads be 26 feet. With their proposed 
firelane/driveways only 20 ft wide, the proposed development fails on both counts to follow the law, 
and to consider the life safety of residents and others in the community.  

Our area is served by Fire Station 1, which is one of the most overburdened stations in Los 
Angeles. Station 1 responds to an average of 1,995 calls per day for Lincoln Heights’ population of 
28,201. Five neighboring stations have had an average of 1,107 incidents in the same period, for 
neighborhood populations averaging 42,485. 1,400 new residents on a single block will dramatically 
increase the pressures on this already overburdened station. (Exhibit Y, Emergency Response Statistics) 
 
Emergency Services Impact 

All of us who live on the blocks adjacent to the subject property have frequently had cause to 
call the police. Police response times for active thefts and home invasions on our block typically range 
from 1 to 7 hours. Sometimes the police haven’t come at all, and often nobody at the Hollenbeck 
Station will even answer the phone. Adding as many as 1,500 new residents to this block will only 
increase the demand on police services. A neighbor on W Avenue 34 called the police as recently as 
September 27, because an intruder was actively trespassing in his backyard while he was home. Police 
took more than one hour to respond. When he arrived, the officer described how this area is already 
overburdened, with not nearly enough officers to respond to all the calls. He further explained that 
recent City budget cuts since the impact of Covid across all City services make the likelihood of any 
improvements in response times unlikely. 

Police availability is yet one more piece of our neighborhood’s infrastructure that is 
unprepared to shoulder the kind of immediate and inorganic growth this project will impose. The 
MND fails to make an accurate assessment of this impact, even throwing the question into confusion 
by failing to determine precisely which police station serves this neighborhood. 
 

TOC Guidelines 
 

Density 
City Planning has granted the applicant’s request for a 70% increase in density, the maximum 

allowable under the guidelines. Measure JJJ calls for approving increases of 35% or above. However, it 
does not state that the requested increase must be granted. We believe, for a multitude of reasons, that 
this increase in density will be a detriment, rather than a benefit, to our community. 
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Parking Impact 

Our neighborhood is already burdened by a shortage of parking availability, as the 
Commission heard from public comments at the first Appeal Hearing. As one of the oldest 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles, many homes and businesses were not designed with dedicated 
driveways. A survey of street parking within half a mile counted some 200 spaces, mostly already in 
use. Local businesses depend on street parking for their own work vehicles and for their clients. Many 
businesses on W Avenue 34 and W Avenue 33, including Alustretch LA, Frankiz Automotive, Abrego 
Gardening, Carnes Asadas Pancho Lopez, Big Bad Sound and Audio, and Greens Marijuana 
Dispensary will directly suffer the consequences of this project’s impact on parking availability.  

The project applicant has repeatedly misrepresented to our community that they are bound by 
the TOC’s guidelines stipulating 0.5 parking stalls per unit. They have told us, “the city probably 
wouldn’t allow more parking even if we tried to create it.” That is completely false, and the applicant 
knows it, as we can demonstrate. The TOC guidelines specifically refer to the parking guidelines as 
“Residential Minimum Parking Requirements.” It is well within the applicant’s rights to build more 
than the minimum.  

The applicant originally offered much more parking than is currently being proposed. The 
2016 design included 467 parking stalls. In February 2020, the applicants released building plans with 
a total of 401 total parking stalls. Their most recent plans have removed 90 parking stalls, lowering the 
parking count to 311. Nevertheless, there are still a few more spaces than the required minimum, tacit 
acknowledgement on the part of the applicant and on the part of City Planning that the applicant has 
every right to add more parking stalls than the bare minimum. 

Although the applicants have agreed to lead an effort to create a Preferential Parking District 
(PPD) in this neighborhood that would exclude their own building’s tenants, they have taken no 
action on this plan since members of the neighborhood first proposed it in February 2020. While the 
appellants cautiously support such a move, we also recognize that such a proposed parking district 
faces many obstacles and uncertainties. It is far from guaranteed, and cannot be assumed to solve all 
the problems we foresee. Additionally, if a PPD is approved, how would this affect parking and traffic 
for the applicants’ building? Where will delivery vehicles, retail customers, tenants, and tenant guests 
park? The applicants have answered none of these important questions that would seriously impact 
their property, which raises doubts in our community’s mind that their PPD proposal may only be a 
tactic to gain our support while they are seeking to finalize their project’s approval. 
 
Neighborhood Infrastructure 

Page 23 of the Director’s Determination states that the subject property is part of the 
Northeast Los Angeles Community Plan. One of its goals (Objective 1-2) is “To allocate land for 
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new housing to accommodate a growth of population that is consistent with and promotes the 
health, safety, welfare, convenience, and pleasant environment of those who live and work in 
the community based on adequate infrastructure and government services, especially schools.” 

This community does not have adequate infrastructure to accommodate the kind of 
immediate growth in population this project will invite. There are more food banks than grocery stores 
within 1 mile. There are no grocery stores or drug stores within half a mile.  There is one small 
restaurant on the next block (whose owner supports this appeal and fears losing his loyal clients for 
lack of street parking). Otherwise, the closest restaurants along Pasadena Ave are more than 8 blocks 
away. This lack of walkable services is especially important to note, as the developer is capitalizing on 
TOC benefits and designing parking plans that presume that their tenants will not own cars. We easily 
foresee the opposite of the intended reduction of car traffic that TOC’s envision: there will be a 
constant stream of delivery services, car services, and tenant traffic on these streets day and night. 
 

Design 
 
[Q] Conditions 

The [Q] Conditions for Subarea 4 call for some very specific design features that seem to be 
ignored in this design. Condition B.1.e requires 30% of the entire property to be publicly accessible 
open space. We are aware that only the sidewalks around the retail shops will be open to the public, 
with all the landscaped areas between the buildings closed to the public. (Exhibit B - [Q] Conditions). 
Condition B.2 describes the requirement for pedestrian paths open to the public traversing the 
midpoint of the property both north/south and east/west. These are missing from the design. 
Condition B.3 calls for regular breaks in the architectural facade that are absent from this design. 
Condition C.13.e requires non-permeable paving materials wherever possible. This does not seem to 
be part of the current design. There may well be more Conditions to which the applicant has failed to 
adhere. 

Additionally, Condition D.7 requires the property’s use to be “with due regard for the 
character of the surrounding district, and the right is reserved to the City Planning Commission… to 
impose additional corrective conditions.” We ask the Commission to exercise their right to remedy 
these and other conditions which are not in due regard for the character of the surrounding district. 
 
Neighborhood Character 

The Lincoln Heights Historic Preservation Overlay Zone begins one block to the south, and 
the Highland Park HPOZ begins one block to the north of the proposed development. (Exhibit S - 
Highland Park Historic Preservation Overlay Zone, Exhibit T - Lincoln Heights Historic Preservation 
Overlay Zone)  
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Indeed, throughout Lincoln Heights and Highland Park, whether inside of or outside the 
HPOZ-protected areas, this whole region of East Los Angeles is characterized by smaller, 1- and 2- 
story single family homes, the vast majority of them built between 1885 and 1930. Across the street 
from this property are multiple Victorian style homes. This site is also only one block from an entrance 
to the Heritage Square Park. The area includes few apartment buildings, those that are present are 2-3 
stories in height only.  

Thus the proposed project with its large massing and scale and 5-story height, unarticulated 
facades, and garish hot pink color, would represent an offensive intrusion upon the fabric of these 
historic neighborhoods (whether protected by HPOZ or not). 
 

Affordability 
 

Very Low Income Units 
The applicant has set aside 14% of these new apartments as Very Low Income Units. The 

average household in Lincoln Heights consists of 3 people. In Lincoln Heights, the median income per 
household - which consists of 3.6 people on average - is $39,946. (That’s far below LA’s median 
income of $77,300.) The applicant estimates that these new apartments will house an average of 3.2 
people, which is how they arrive at their estimate of 1493 total residents. Let’s look at what it would 
mean for a family of 3 to qualify for one of these Very Low Income units. 

Under LA County affordable housing guidelines, to qualify for the Very Low Income level, a 
family of 3 qualifies $50,700. However, anyone making less than $50,680 will be paying more than 
30% of monthly income towards rent, which is considered rent overburdened. Qualifying renters 
cannot have consumer debt equaling more than 60% of monthly income (that would be about $2,500 
for people meeting the income requirement). These homes cannot be passed on to family members, so 
if a head of household dies, divorces, or moves away, the remaining family will not be eligible to stay in 
the home. And of course, these apartments only remain affordable for 55 years. Therefore, these 
apartments cannot be considered permanent homes for long-term members of the community. 
Qualifying renters must be US citizens, but 24% of Lincoln Heights residents are not US citizens. 

With a subsidized two bedroom apartment in this development costing $1267, a qualifying 
Very Low Income family would need to make at least 127% of the median Lincoln Heights income to 
comfortably afford one of these subsidized apartments. This means that these “affordable” units will 
be inaccessible to the majority of Lincoln Heights residents. As currently planned, even the affordable 
units in this project could only serve a select portion of the upper economic strata of our 
neighborhood. 

The applicant has recently made remarks that some of the market-rate apartments will be 
priced as “workforce housing.” A quick Wikipedia search reveals that this is a term currently in vogue 
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among developers. It has no fixed meaning, and relates to no enforceable policy in Los Angeles. It’s 
often understood to mean housing roughly targeting the median income, or up to 120% median 
income. In Los Angeles, that would be targeted for people making as much as $92,760! That’s more 
than 230% of the Lincoln Heights median income! You couldn’t find enough people in Lincoln 
Heights to fill this building if you tried. It certainly will not serve our community.  

 
Compliance 

According to an Audit of Income-Restricted Affordable Housing Units in Los Angeles 
prepared in 2017 for the Department of City Planning, “the City’s actual affordable housing 
inventory is less than the number of restricted units listed on paper, because some tenants exceed 
income guidelines and some owners collect more rent than allowed.” (Exhibit U - Audit of 
Income-Restricted Housing) That analysis found that some 5.2% of units failed to adhere to restrictions 
on rent. 

In light of this possibility, and in consideration of the applicants’ actions that have steadily 
corroded our community’s trust, we recommend that a schedule of regular annual or biannual 
inspections be imposed for the full extent of the 55-year term of affordability to determine that the 
applicants and any subsequent owners or managers of this project honor the rent restrictions to which 
they have agreed. 
 
Application for Tax Credits 

A recent story in CityWatch LA revealed that the applicant has filed an Application for 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits. (Exhibit JJ - City Watch 3) The tax document was filed April 17, 
2020, just before City Planning approved the proposal. The applicant is applying for $851,827 in 
Federal Tax Credits. We have identified several representations on this application that seem to differ 
from the proposal being considered today.  

The tax credit applicant represents that the square footage of the building will be 219,325 
square feet. (Exhibit FF - Tax Credit Application, p. 11) The proposal the applicant submitted to City 
Planning many months earlier includes more than twice that amount - 514,766 square feet. The 
applicant also represents that there will be a total of 2 buildings on the site. The applicant’s proposal to 
City Planning, however, describes this as a single project consisting of 3 buildings. The application 
claims that there will be no commercial or retail use in the building, but in fact there will be 3 retail 
shops totalling 16,400 square feet.  

The tax credit application represents that this project will have a total of 67 units. It represents 
that there will be 1 manager apartment, 66 low-income units, and no market-rate units. The ratio of 
low-income to market-rate units, it claims, will be 100%. That contradicts what the applicant has 
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presented to us, which is that the building will have 66 low-income units, 401 market-rate units, and a 
low-income to market-rate ratio of only 14%.  

Applicants for these tax credits agree “under perjury that the information contained in the 
application… is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.” (p. 2, Application) 
Furthermore, it certifies an understanding “that any misrepresentation may result in cancellation of 
Tax Credit reservation, notification of the Internal Revenue Service and the Franchise Tax Board, and 
any other actions that TCAC is authorized to take.” (p. 3, Application) 

Was this form filed correctly? If not, have other projects lost out on tax credits due to projects 
that misrepresented their scope? Are tax credits typically awarded to projects that have also been 
granted a 70% density bonus? Why has the applicant described this project as 100% affordable? We 
fear this may fit a pattern of deliberate omissions and evasions by the applicant, and we ask the 
Commission to resolve these questions, or to refer this document to the appropriate state or federal 
agencies for resolution. 
 
Gentrification 

The applicants make the unsupported argument that their project will act to relieve market 
pressures that are driving rents up in our economically disadvantaged community. We feel that this 
argument is unsound for multiple reasons.  

These new apartments will overwhelmingly serve a market that currently does not exist in our 
neighborhood. According to the LA Times, annual household income is below $25k for nearly 40% of 
Lincoln Heights residents, and below $75k for over 80% of us. (Exhibit V - LA Times) For that reason, 
this project is unlikely to relieve the pressures that already exist here, but will instead exacerbate them. 

Existing residents of Lincoln Heights in an average household size of 3.6 people, a figure that is 
high for both the City and the County of Los Angeles, and does not suggest an easing of housing 
accessibility when hundreds of new units proposed by this developer are built as studio and 
one-bedroom apartments. (Exhibit HH - Lincoln Heights Profile) 

The type of housing experiencing the most noticeable increase in our neighborhood is the sale 
price of single-family homes. That market is also separate from the one being created by the applicants. 
People who choose to rent apartments like the ones being proposed are not the same people driving up 
the costs of home sales. Therefore, it’s unrealistic to connect this new construction as a relief on that 
pressure. House prices will not go down. Additionally, the introduction of a new, wealthier 
demographic occupying this new construction is only likely to make this neighborhood more 
attractive to those people in the escalating market for single family homes. Therefore, we anticipate 
this project will continue to drive house prices up. 

Many of the large, historic homes in Lincoln Heights have been subdivided into duplexes and 
triplexes, occupied by multiple families of renters. More than 70% of our community are renters. 
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Already, many residents have been forced out by their landlords, who flip the homes, renovate them 
for wealthier renters, or return them to single family homes and put them on the market at steeply 
escalating prices. Although the applicants repeat their mantra that they are displacing no one, most 
people in our community understand that this project threatens many with displacement, even those 
who live blocks away. 

When Los Angeles built Dodger Stadium, they used eminent domain to forcibly evict 
hundreds from their homes. They made unfulfilled promises that they would build them comparable 
homes elsewhere. Many of those who were displaced settled in Lincoln Heights. Lincoln Heights 
understands the threat of encroaching development robbing people of their right to self-determine 
their community. (Exhibit V - LA Times) 

When we have brought up with the development team the fact that there are no walkable retail 
or food services in this immediate neighborhood for their prospective tenants, they have responded 
that, “our buildings will attract those kinds of businesses.” That is another frightening proposition. It 
suggests that the local businesses that do operate in this part of Lincoln Heights - mechanics, 
manufacturing, light industry, sewing factories, commercial kitchens, etc. - will be displaced by new 
businesses catering to a new, wealthier clientele who will demand retail and dining real estate. Many of 
these existing businesses are owned and operated by residents of Lincoln Heights. If these businesses 
are pushed out, it will negatively reshape our community, forcing people to commute longer distances, 
and to lose the economic self-sufficiency they have created here over generations. 

Lincoln Heights rents currently remain some of the lowest in Los Angeles. However, most 
incomes here are so low, that this is also one of the most rent overburdened communities in our city. 
Any new development must be approved only with an eye to the vulnerability our community faces 
from new pressures imposed on Lincoln Heights. 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

Environmental 
Despite clear signs that potential environmental hazards abound, the applicant has successfully 

evaded the required environmental oversights. The Department of City Planning has further 
facilitated this evasion, by allowing the applicants’ flawed and privately-prepared report to stand in for 
the legally required State clearances. Additionally, we perceive clear dangers to public safety due to 
ill-advised traffic patterns, non-adherence to fire code, and undue burdens on emergency services. We 
ask the Commission to consider all these concerns, and to do whatever is necessary to correct them. 
We insist that the Commission act to protect the health and safety of our community by ensuring that 
all the appropriate reviews and remediations are implemented to their fullest. 

TOC Guidelines 
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While we recognize the aspirations of the TOC guidelines to reduce car traffic and encourage 
affordable housing, this proposal lacks sensitivity to this site and this broader neighborhood. It will 
create the opposite of the desired effects to a dramatic degree. Our neighborhood’s infrastructure 
cannot support the immediate increase of 1,400 new residents and 2,200 new car trips converging 
every day on this small block. This neighborhood has never been the kind of walkable urban center a 
massive TOC project would be well suited to, and if it becomes that kind of neighborhood, it will only 
come at the cost of our neighborhood’s current longtime residents and businesses. 

We recommend reducing density to something more in keeping with the neighborhood’s 
current density. With an estimated 1,000-car shortfall of available street parking spaces, and a huge 
buildable property, we recommend increasing parking on the property. We urge the Commission to 
pursue any other actions that will enable the project to promote the TOC goals of reducing car traffic 
and creating affordable housing, rather than dramatically increasing car traffic and threatening our 
neighborhood’s affordability, as this project currently threatens to do. 

Design 
This project is completely out of character in this neighborhood. We recommend that the 

Planning Commission refer this project to the Urban Design Studio for further modification, with the 
hope that a design more harmonious to the neighborhood of Lincoln Heights can be devised. Such 
modifications should adhere to the relevant [Q] Conditions, and perhaps should also involve the 
advice of local experts who have insight into the neighborhood’s character. 

Affordability 
These apartments will be inaccessible to nearly all Lincoln Heights residents. Even the small 

proportion of affordable apartments could only conceivably serve the upper strata of our community. 
Nearby local businesses will be pushed out to make room for new businesses that cater to this 
building’s more wealthy residents. The benefit of those apartments is negatively offset many times by 
the impact we foresee on struggling neighbors who will face new pressures of increased rents and 
property values, making the place they have long called home suddenly inaccessible. New development 
on this property should include much more affordable housing, and should probably include housing 
at the Extremely Low Income category.  

We implore the Commission to make careful consideration of the threats to our community’s 
continued existence. For one of the most economically disadvantaged neighborhoods in our city, this 
could signal a generational theft of the ability to self-determine the future and revitalization of Lincoln 
Heights.  
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